Proof. (G) Suppose
ifx$1. ')= (a,x! ifxE1.
It is ea'
v(:cked that q is an embedding.
(c) Suppose J& contains no nontrivial intervals, and let q : d+ 93, * ~33~ be an embedding, where q(x) = ( QI~(x), Q)&)) f or each x E A. If ql is one-to-one, then qI : d-, 93, is an embedding. Therefore, we can assume 9, is not one-to-one, so there are distinct x, y FA such that Q)~(x) = q,(y).
Let I = {z EA: qI(z) = am}.
Clearly, I is an interval and ill>2. Therefore, I =A since I is trivial. But then cpZ: ZJI+ 9$ is an embedding. Cl
In a structure cr;Q=(A;R,, R2,. . . , &), we define the 4-ary relation = on A such that for any x, y, z, w E A, xy = zw iff x #y, z # w, and for each i both of the following hold: xR,y iff ZRiW, and YRix iff Wf?iZs If xy G zw does not hold, then we write xy # zw. We will refer to (A, =) as the skeleton of &. Notice that a subset I s A is an interval iff whenever x, y E I and z E A\I, then xz = yz. Thus we can refer unambiguously to intervals of the skeleton (A, =). Also we can refer unambiguously to the indecomposability of the skeleton (A, =).
A basic theorem
In this section we state and prove a basic theorem concerning indecomposable structures. We first state another basic result, which was proved in [2] by a quite circuitous method, and then sketch a much more direct proof which is essentially the proof by Kelly (Lemma 3.5 of [l] ) of the specialization of this theorem to graphs. D={xEY:ax+ac+bxandxy=ayforallyEC}, E = {x E Y: ax ;f ac f bx and xy $ ay for some ~1 E C). Now a straightforward, but somewhat lengthy, check by cases shows that {a, b) U A U B U D is an inierval, which is proper since ii does not contain c. This contradicts the indecomposability of &. Cl
The main result of this section is the following theorem. Proof. We begin the proof of the theorem by proving a weaker form of it. 2) holds for x E A\ B, then the corresponding x' is unique. For, suppose x', x" E B are such that both {x, x'} and ix, Y'} are interval of B U {x}. Then Ix-', x"> is an interval of B, so that by the indecomposability of B it follows that x' = -'i".
Claim
LetX={xEA\B-{x,x'} isanintervalofBU{x} forsomex'EB}. Bythe preceding discussion X # 0. so consider some d E X. Since A is indecomposable, IA ,b'\ ('_'"L , is not 2" intwwl of -4. Thus, there is c E A\ {d, d'} such that cd + cd'. Because {d, d ') is an interval of B U {d}, it must be that c E B.
In fact, c F X. To see this, suppose c $ X so that by possibility (2.2.1), B is an interval of B U {c). Since, by hypothesis, B U {c, d} is not indecomposable, there is an interval J cf B U {c, d}. Clearly, J f {c. d}; for then, if y E B\{d'}, then yd' = yd = yc = d'c, so that B \ jd') would be 2n interval of B. Also, J # B U {d} 
Examples of critically idecomposable structures
In this section we will give some examples of critically indecomposable graphs, posets, tournaments and linear directed graphs. and also of some critically indecomposabie structures of type 2. First we consider graphs. For each r 2 2 we will define a graph 3, = (V,; E,) of order 2r. Let V, = {a,, a,, . . . Clearly 9r = 9; iff r = 2. For r 2 2, let 9!Ir be the structure (V,; P,, Pi). Proof. The indecomposability of !Yr and gi follows from the indecomposability of their comparability graphs %r and $, which was shown in Lemma 4.1. Then the critical indecomposability of these structures follows from the critical indecomposability of $ which was shown in Proposition 4.2. Cl There are still five more infinite families of critically indecomposable structures which will be presented in this section. The proofs that these structures are indeed critically indecomposable are quite easy and much like the previous proofs. We will leave these proofs to the enterprising reader.
Three of these families consist of tournaments. For i = 1, 2, 3 and r 2 2 WC will define tournaments .?r' of order 2r + 1, where 3:' = (rp'; a). Let 'ri = (TL": F,, F:) be the structure of type 2, where sF:y ifi x ay but not sF,_v.
Proposition 4.6. For euch r 2 2, 9: is critically imiecornposmble.
The characterization of critically indecomposable skeletons
In Section 3 some examples of critically indecomposable structures were presented.
We show in this section that, up to isomorphism of skeletons, this list is complete. Proof. suppose (A, =) is critically indecomposable with 4 elements a, b, C, d. Since each subskeleton of order 3 is not indecomposable, we can apply Lemma 5.2 to it, and we will do so many times without specific reference. Colisidering {a, b, c}, we can without loss of generality assume ba = bc. Now consider the subskeleton {b, c, d}. Notice that bc f bd, as otherwise {a, c, d} would be an interval. Hence, it must be that either cb = cd or db = dc.
First suppose cb = cd. Now consider the subskeleton {a, h, d}. If ab = ad, then {b, d} is an interval of (A, =); if ba = bd, then {a, c, d} is an interval of (A, =); therefore, it follows that da = db. Similarly, by consiiiering the subskeleton {d, c, a}, we get that ac -ad. Thus, ab =cb =cd and bd-ad=ac.
Also, ab # bd (as otherwise {b, c, d) would be an interval of (.A, =)) and ab * db (as otherwise {a, c, d} would be an interval of (A, =)). This leaves as unsettled only whether or not ab = ba and whether or not bd = db. If ab + ba and bd f db, then (A, =) is isomorphic to the skeleton of a_; if ab = ba and bd f db (or ab $ ba and bd = db), then (A, =) is isomorphic to the skeleton of 9$; and if ab = ba and bd = db, then (A, =) is isomorphic to the skeleton of %_.
Next, suppose db = dc rather than cb = cd. Consider the subskeleton {a, b, d}. If ba = bd, then {a, c, d} is an interval of (A, =); if da = db, then {a, b, c} is an interval of (A, =); therefore, it follows that ab = ad. But then, with relabelling the points, we are in the situation of the previous paragraph. Cl then A\{x,y} is a nontrivial interval of (A, =). Without loss of generality, II\ { y } I= 1, so let I = { y, y'}.
Suppose now that J = {x, x'}. If x' = y', then (x, y, x'} is a nontrivial interval of (A, =), contradicting the indecomposability of (A, =). If x' # y ', then let a =x', b =y', a' =x and b' =y.
Suppose next that J =A\{x,y}.
Now A\{y'}
is not indecomposable, so it must contain an interval J'. Furthermore.
since A \ {x, y') is isomorphic to A\ (x, y ), it is indecomposable, so that J' fl (A \ {x, y'}) must be a trivial interval of A\ {x, y}. Thus, either J' = A\ {x, y'} or else J' = {x. x"} for some x" E A \ {x, y'}. The first alternative implies that A \ {x} is an interval of (A, =). Therefore, J' = {x, x">. Now x" + y as otherwise {x, y, y '} would be an interval of A. Thus, x", y, x, y" are distinct, so let CL =x", b = y, a' =x and b' = y'. Cle;-ly, (1). (2) Since {a, 6, c} is indecomposable, we have from Lemma 5.2 that (5.5.2) ab + ac + bc f ha Consider (6, c, a', b'}, which, not being indecomposable, must contain a nontrivial interval. There are six 2-element subsets and four 3-element subsets for a total of ten possible nontrivial intervals. Seven of these can be immediately excluded, for if any of them were an interval, then we obtain a contradiction to (5.5.2) as follows: If one of the intervals of (6, c, a', b'} is:
then ac=a'c=a'b=ab; (6, a'>, then cb -ca' -ca; {c, a'}, then bc = ba' = ha; (a', b'}, then cb = cb' = ca' -ca; {c, a', b'}, then bc = ba' -ha; (6, b, b'), then ac =a'c =a'b =ab; {b,a', b'}, then ca=ca'=cb'-cb. Also {b, 6') cannot be an interval of {b, c, a', b'}, for then it would be an interval of {u, 6, c, a', 6').
The only possibilities for nontrivial intervals of (6, c, a', 6') are {c, b') and If ha' fa'c, then {a, a', 6, h'} would be indecomposable, so ha' =a'c. Thus we get a skeleton isomorphic to the skeleton of S-i", the isomorphism being The first gives a skeleton isomorphic to the skeleton of .Y$'), the second to C&, and the third to 9;. One can check that ii1 order that {a, 6, a', 6') noL be indecomposable, either a6 = aa' or a6 = a'a. But ab -a'a implies ab = UC, contradicting (5.5.2), so that ab = au' and ab fa'a.
This results in a skeleton which is isomorphic to the skeleton of Y$'), the isomorphism being (c, a, b', b) 4 (b, al, a?, a3, ad) . Cl (4) 9 is a critically indecomposable oriented graph iff 5% is isomorphic to :Pr, pp:, $tll j-t?) r * r ' Pr" or %c for r 2 2. First, suppose I = B\{a,, b,}. If J= B\{a,, b,}, then B is a nontrivial interval of A, so A would not be indecomposable. Thus, we can assume that J = {x, y} for some y E B\ {a,, 6,). Then we see that the only possibilities for y are that y = a, and r 3 4, or y E {a,, a?, 6,) and r = 3. In any case a contradiction ensures:
Ify=a,, then {a,,x} is an interval of A. If y = bz and r = 3, then A \ {a,, 6,) is indecomposable. If y = a2 and r = 3, then A \ {b,, a,} is indecomposable. Therefore, we can assume I = {x, y} and J = {x, z}, where y E B\{a,, b,} and z E B \ {a,, b,}. Then, whenever w E B \ (a,, b, , a,, b,, y, and J\(x) are trivial intervals of B\;a,, a,,,} and i\;h,,,.
a,+,+,} respectively. We will show that I = {x, y} for some y E B\{a,, a,+r}. If not, then I = B\ {a,, a,+, }. Then, if J = B\{a,+,, u,+,+,}, then B would be a nontrivial interval of A, SO that J = {x, a} for some z E B\ {a,+,, a,,,,,}.
But then we easily get p, q E B\ {a,, a,,,, a,, I. a,+r+lI z} such that pz f qz, which contradicts that pz=px=qx=qz.
We have shown that for each i d 2r there is y E B\ {ai, ai+,! such that {x, y} is an interval of A \ {a;, a,+,}. Thus there is at most one i d 2r such that t.liX f a,,a I f X0:. If there is such an i, then clearly {x, ai} is an interval of A. Therefore, we conclude that (A, =) is the skeleton of a tournament, so let us suppose that (A, +) is that tournament, and that (B, +) is pr'). Now, since (A, +) is indecomposable, there are i,j< 2r such that ai+x,
X-)%+1, x+ aj
and aj+i --* x, where i + r #i and i + r # i. Without loss of generality, assume j = i + k, where k < r. Then, if k > 1, then we easily see that A\(&+,, ai+r+ll is indecomposable; and if k = 1, we easily see that A \ bj+z* aj+r+d is indecomposable. Let I be a nontrivial interval of A \ {ao, b,}, and let .i be a nontrivial interval of A \{a,, 6,). Then, as in Case 1, we see that there is y E B\ {a,,, 6,) such that I = {x, y}, and there is z E B\ {a,, b,} such that J = {x, z}, and y f z as otherwise I would be an interval of A. There is w E B \ {ao, b 1, a,, b,, y, z> such that wy f wz. But then wy = wx = wz, a contradiction.
Case 4: (B, =) is the skeleton of fl:l, where r 2 3.
Let I be a nontrivial interval of A \ {a,, a2), and let J be a nontrivial interval of A\(a2,__,, a2r). If I= B\( a,, a2}, then it is easily checked that J = {a,, x}, which implies that {a2, x} is an interval of A. Consequently, I = {x, y} for some y E B\{a,, a2}, and J = {x, z] for some z E B\{a2,_,, a2r}, and y #z as otherwise I would be an interval of A. There is w E B \ {u, , u2, a2r_ 1, a2r, y, z} such that wy f wz. But then wy -~VX = wz, a contradiction. Cl
The following is an immediate corollary to the previous theorem. 
